Robyn Hatcher
DYNAMIC SPEAKER ON
COMMUNICATION, MINDSET &
EXECUTIVE PRESENCE

Robyn gets the MOST out of the best and the BEST out of the rest with her mix of brain science, actionable content & high-energy delivery.

“Lightning captured in a bottle that zaps you to a new way of thinking about communication.” - V. Hart, Pinnacle Financial
“brilliant presenter...just fascinating stuff.” - Andrew C., Finsbury
“One of the best parts of our meeting.” - Michael D. J.
AXA Equitable
“Robyn’s messages are thoughtful, targeted and memorable. - Ariel W.

Programs
CHEMISTRY OF COMMUNICATION
Potent solutions to transform workplace relationships
Communication is like chemistry - Robyn shines a light on the brain science and communication habits that create positive outcomes and those that can create toxic ones. You’ll discover how to combine the right elements to develop communication chemistry that increases productivity, morale & engagement and improves relationships and the bottom line.

PRESENTATION REVELATION
Strategies & skills for speaking up and standing out
One of the most effective marketing tools available is the ability to slay a presentation whether on a stage, at a meeting or in 1-1 conversation. But there’s no one-size-fits all way to present. You need to identify what sets you apart, own your value and become a leader who generates a powerful buzz and catapults your business to success. You need to E.X.C.E.L. - Engage, eXcite, Connect, Educate, Lead. This program gives you the skills and mindset to make that happen.

REFRAME YOUR END GAME!
Unlock blocks to get to the best you’ve got!
There’s significant research to prove that the way we think affects our reality. But many of us have a hard time imagining how things could be different. Sharing lessons learned through her journey from awkward child (her literal nickname was “Shy”) to professional actor and speaker, Robyn inspires you to strip off roles that no longer fit, re-envision your story, step up your end game and learn to SHINE.

About Robyn
Robyn is a dynamic keynote speaker, communication expert, author, thought leader and award-winning actor. She’s transformed thousands of business leaders, with corporate programs and interactive keynote presentations that add immediate and lasting value.

Robyn uses her 15 plus years in the entertainment industry and her experience as a certified Neuro Linguistic Programming practitioner to inspire, invigorate and leave attendees with tangible skills they can apply the very next day.

In 2018, Robyn appeared on Good Morning America speaking about the “me Too” movement and is thrilled and honored to have recently been named one of the ‘21 Leaders for the 21st Century’ 2019 by Women’s eNews!

CONTACT ROBYN
Robyn@SpeakEtc.com
www.RobynHatcher.com
917.361.3860

WATCH VIDEOS
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WHY ROBYN?

FOR RESULTS LIKE THIS:

"Robyn’s tools are sincerely integrated into your work-style or business-culture [...] (ie attuned listening & observational skills, curiosity, risk-taking/vulnerability, empathy, trust, to name a few)!" 
"I have thought of the topics and the message often even in just the past few days."

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- Leverage communication styles to tailor content
- Avoid misunderstandings that impact collaboration & retention
- Craft a delicious brand story & confidently share it
- Feel total confidence taking the stage and owning the room
- Turn data dumping into conversation crafting
- Give feedback without pushback
- Command a room with non-verbals skills
- Use brain science tips to persuade and engage
- Shift your mindset and step into a new vision

FUN FACTS:

- Robyn’s LITERAL nickname growing up was “Shy” (or “Shai” as it appeared on Christmas Cards).
- She once wrote for two daytime dramas; One Life to Live and All My Children.
- A TV commercial she starred in for the New York Times ran for 8 years and was parodied on Saturday Night Live with Hallie Berry playing her!
- When she’s not on stage you can find her at the gym, boxing, spinning or zumba dancing